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Abstract

SALT (System Analysis Language Translated is a
lumped parameter approach to system analysis which is
total ly modular. The modules are all precompiled and
only the main program, which is generated by SALT,
needs to be compiled for each unique system
configuration. This is a departure from other lumped
parameter codes where all models are written by MACROS
and then compiled for each unique configuration,
usually after all of the models are lumped together
and sorted to eliminate undetermined variables. The
SALT code contains a robust and sophisticated steady-
state finder {non-linear equation solver),
optimization capability and enhanced GEM integration
scheme which makes use of sparsity and algebraic
constraints.

I . INTRODUCTION

The SALT computer code was developed to perform
power plant systems analysis on all types of power
generating systems. To meet this need, the code is
total ly modular and has both steady state and dynamic
options. I t is this commitment to total modularity •
that has enabled the code developers to make the
necessary modifications and additions required to
analyze new technologies and has allowed the user to
easily change configurations to explore and evaluate
evolving design concepts. In additio'n to this overall
governing concepts a number of state-of-the-art
techniques and methodologies have been included into
this code for efficient use, robustness, and ease of
use.

The SALT code has evolved from a series of '
systems codes which embraced some of the concepts
currently included in SALT and which were logical
predecessors. The General Systems Modelling program
(GSMP) [1,2] was the f i r s t oFthese predecessors. The |
GSMP code was modular and represented a significant !
advance*nent in system methodology. I t was composed of ;
an executive code, an interface, models and property :
l ibraries and solution procedures including
polyalgorithmic optimization capability [3] , al l of
which wore precompiled. This allowed the user extreme
f lex ib i l i t y in analyzing a proposed system. The
concept of hierarchial decomposition was employed in
this code. This concept allows an extremely
complicated system to be analyzed by solving a series
of one-dimensional equations. Using this technique, a

solution can always be found i f i t exists. However,
this code had a rather annoying drawback from a
developer's perspective. Each time a new model was
added or an old model was modified, the interface
usually had to be altered and recompiled. This
process was time consuming, caused non-productive
delays, and wasteful expenditure of resources.

The General Purpose Systems Analysis Preprocessor
(GPSAP) LT.5], was the next logici l step. The problem
of wasteful interface compilation was eliminated by
employing the concept of a preprocessor. Essentially,
a new driver [executive code] is written for each
unique system to be analyzed by the preprocessor.
This procedure is extremely quick because, in general,
the driver is much smaller than the overall interface
in GSMP. All of the variables in the GSMP code are
declared in the interface as well as al l of the
options for hierarchial decomposition, equation
solving, optimization, in i t ia l izat ion, output
processing, parameter sweeps, etc. For the
compilation of the GPSAP driver, the code doesn't
include all of the variables, but only those variables
and models specifically identified in the system
specifications. As an offshoot to this development,
the preprocessor also allows the user to specify
within l imits, his own naming convention.

GPSAP also contained another improvement, namely
the introduction of a non-linear multiple dimensional
equation solver. This algorithm permits fast solution
of systems of equations. For a system of N variables,
the number of iterations is usually of order N instead
of Hd. This concept is even more important for
performing parameter sweeps or off-design calculations
because the system Jacobian need not be re-evalu^ted
and the new solution often may be found in less than N
iterations.

The SALT code represents two major advances
beyond GPSAP. First, a language translator was
added. This allows the user extreme f lex ib i l i ty in
specifying the system configuration and parameters to
be analyzed. Most input formatting specifications
required in GPSAP were relaxed. Some of the
instructions can be randomally ordered. Most
delimiters were eliminated. SALT also performs
parsing, ?1 lowing the instructions to be in an
english-like language. The translator then builds up



a properly ordered set or instructions that the
compiler can interpret. The resulting guidelines for
using the system code are minimal, thus, i t is
extremely user friendly.

The second new feature of SALT was the capability
to divide a complicated system into self-contained
subsystems. The subsystems concept is very useful i f
the system contains a subsystem which is invariant to •
the problem under consideration (e.g., a turbine
train). Furthermore, by dividing a complicated system
into simpler sub-systems, i t allows the analyst to
compose a problem in which he can understand and
evaluate the relationship between subsystem variables I
and subsystem constraints. Also, i t allows the j
subsystems to be analyzed separately and then be j
combined into a system with only minor changes i
neces-sary to obtain a complete system solution. ;

i

The procedures developed to perform steady-state
analysis were extended to perform dynamic analysis.
Basically, two new concepts were added to the SALT
code. F i r s t , the integration schemes and the
associated dynamic models were added to the code
l ib ra r ies . Secondly, because the code uses lumped
component models, an automated procedure was developed ;
to correctly handle the relationship between state |
variables and derivatives which are not localized !
within a single component. The method developed also
handles closed loops where the value of state
variables at the i n i t i a l "cut point" in the loop nust
equal the value at the end of the loop. Host of the i
dynamic models which were i n i t i a l l y added to the SALT
code were based on the models from the OSNP Computer
Code [ 6 ] .

The SALT systems code has been used for various I
technologies. The code was or iginal ly developed for !
open-cycle magnetohydrodrodynamic (MHD) systems. I t i
was easily extended to l iquid metal MHD systems by |
simply adding the appropriate models and property i
l ib rar ies . Similarly, the model and property |
l ibrar ies were expanded to handle fuel cell systems, I
flue gas desulfurization systems, combined cycle
gasif ication systems, f lu id ized bed combustion
systems, ocean thermal energy conversion systems,
geothermal systems, nuclear systems, and conventional .
:oa l - f i red power plants. Obviously, the SALT systems
code is extremely f lexible to be able to handle a l l of
these diverse systems. At present, the dynamic option
has only been used for LMFBR nuclear -power plants and
geothermal power plants. However, i t can easily be ;
extended to other systems and can be used for
analyzing control problems.

beyond the generic nature of the SALT code, i t s
novel approach to problem specification, i t s
commitment to total modularity, and i ts easy to use
unformatted input, there exists many other
advantages. F i rs t , a l l models and property l ibraries
are precompiled. This represents a significant time
savings compared to those systems codes (primarily
dynamic codes) which post compile al l of the system
models. We believe this is a throw-back to approach
original ly taken by CSMP [7] ind perpetuated
thereafter. Secondly, the SALT code uses state-of-
the-art hybrid techniques for the solution of non-
linear system of equations. Thirdly, the code
contains optimization capabil i ty, a valuable systems
analysis tool which is often non-existent in other
systems codes. Fourthly, the integration scheme uses
an enhanced Gear package [ 8 ] , which includes the
capability to consider additional algebraic

constraints and which also makes use of the sparsity
in the Jacobian. F i f th ly , the code is compact
compared «fi th other systems codes, with a version
existing that f i t s on a 64K microprocessor.

I I . PRECOMPILED MODELS

The SALT systems code contains precompiled j
models, a feature that saves signi f icant computer i
time, especially when the analyst is in the process of j
changing the system configuration. Besides saving
computer time, there is also a savings in computer
core requirements. Considerably more core is needed
for compilation than for actually running the compiled
systems code for most problems.

Multiple generations of any model may be used for
a given system configuration with only one copy of the
model residing in computer core. This not only saves
on computer core usage but results, generally, in a
simpler code structure. The data necessary for each
particular model is maintained as a dynamically
allocated data structure of arbitrary complexity.
These data structures are different for different
model types.

All of the property data required for each model j
is handled by generic calls to the property
functions. For example, i f i t is required to find the
temperature cf superheated steam given the pressure
and enthalpy, then a call is made to a temperature
routine where the independent parameters are pressure,
temperature and f l u i d identity (steam). For a gas the,
situation can be somewhat more complex because mole I
fractions must also be supplied to the on-linei
equilibrium code. Nevertheless, the essential point:
is that the model is independent with respect to the:
property calculations.

I I I . NON-LINEAR EQUATION SOLVER

The non-linear equation solver is probably the
most important piece of software that accompanies the
steady state option in the SALT code. Many different
equation solving methods have been used in the past,
several of which are s t i l l available as options.
Most, however, have been dispensed with due to thei
considerably more sophisticated algorithms that are|
currently available. I t should be mentioned, however,!
that some simple algorithms may be more appropriate oni
some problems than the more sophisticated procedures,I
due to the problem structure. Thus, for example, :
species conservation in recycle loops may be (again
depending on the problem) more easily handled and
solved in considerably fewer i terations using a f ix
point i terat ion scheme than a hybrid quasi
Newton/steepest descent method.

The basic default equation solver is similar to
the hybrid technique of M.J.D. Powell [ 9 ] , bu.
incorporates some self-seal ing, and a different
strategy for weighting the step direct ion toward
steepest descent and in the method for maintaining
some degree of l inear independence in the cumulative
step directions. Additionally, the procedure has an
inverse cal l ing sequence in which calls are made to
the equation solver but i t , in turn, does not call any
user supplied procedure. Thus, the i te ra t ive loop for
each problem is coded by the user external to the
equation solver. This gives the equation solver the
power to handle any number of nested or non-nesttd



problems of varyi ng dimensionality. The internally
required work space far each problem is automatically
stacked in a LIFO stack as each new proolem is
encountered and solved.

The basic idea of this core equation solver is
simply to build-up represantations by means of a
suitable update of both the Jacobian and inverse
Jacobian of the system of equations to be solved,
calculate a steepest descent step direction (of the 2
norm of the equation residual) and a Newton direction
and form a weighted average of these two directions
for the next step. The weighting being biased towards
steepest descent i f the 2-norm of the equation
residuals does not improve as the iterations proceed.

I f we denote the system of equations to be solved
as •

f(x) = 0, RN (1)

the f i r s t step of the procedure is to build up the
Jacobian, 5, of the system by f i n i t e differencing:

f- {s1 + A) - (x,)
(2)

Here, a is taken as

"A = max (6, S {U, - L*))

where UJ and I.- are the upper and lower bounds for the
j th coordinate and U, U, and 5 are inputs supplied by
the user (or by default).

After the f i r s t N + 1 i terat ions, the Jacobian
wi l l have been formed and the scaling of the problem
is calculated. Scaling is quite important for
techniques that make use of steepest descents.
Unfortunately there is no best way in which to scale a
nonlinear problem. The technique used here seems to
work reasonably well in practice, although several
other methods have been used in the past which have
also worked. The main idea here is to bring the
dependent variables into equal weight, .so to speak,
during calculations of the gradient of f . Thus, the
problem is rescaled, .such that, the maximum derivative
of each f.- with any Xi becomes 1. Denoting f̂  as the
new scaled variable, the scaling is taken as

where

= max

(3)

(4)

Note, that a l l equations which are total ly independent
of any x, (at least at the starting point) are
indicated Tjy a zero Ŝ  value. At present, i f any of
the S, are zero, a message is indicated to the user
and the procedure terminates. (Special versions of
this procedure exists which w i l l automatically
freeze" certain variables and then proceed with the

calculations.)

For the independent variables, x.,, the rescaling
is based on the upper and lower bounds, U,-, I- as:

- M (5)

With these transformations, the
as:

B i j = Bij (Uj - Lj)/Si

matrix is then

(6)

Thereafter, on each iteration equations (3) and (5)
are used with fixed values of U, L, and S, so that,
internally the equation solver always works in the
scaled variables. On exit from the equation solver,
the inverse of equation 5 is used with the newly
determined value of x}- to return to the unsealed
variables:

x,. = I,- + Xi ( ^ - I.,-) (7)

Hote, the scaling of f 1s l inearly invariant with
respect to linear transformations on f. Thus, i t is
usually not necessary for the user of the procedure to
multiply the dependent variables of the problem by
sealers in order to bring them into approximately the
same numerical range.

The inverse Jacobian, H, of the system is then
obtained by a natrix inversion. This is the only
place, (on the N + 1 iteration) for which a matrix
inversion is performed. Thereafter, on each ;

i terat ion, both the Jacobian and inverse Jacobian are i
updated using a sl ightly modified form of Broyden's :
update. The modifications being used to prevent too i
large a change in the inverse Jacobian. i

These updates are defined by the following
equations:

k V - l

&x = xK - x*

of = fk - fk~X

Bk = Bk~

(6f '
[M

fif

aSxH^'^f+d-alHsxIl^

(3)

(9)

(10!

(11)

where a = 0.8 i f SxHsf < O.l||HSx||2 , or 1 otherwise,
and the superscripts k and k-1 denote the current and
previous step values.

Given B and H, the Newton and steepest descent
steps are given by

«xn = -Hf*

«x, = -BTfs

(12)

(13)

where the superscript s denotes the value of the
previous best point as measured by the 2 norm of f.
The new direction, is then taken as

6x = 2~usxn + U2"u36

where & is calculated as

(14)

(15)



g - BTf and u is adjusted on each step in order to
improve the value of | ( f | | 2 . The factor i is added
to give the steepest descent steD a reasonable length,
to the predicted minimum in l i f l j j along 5xs.

The present strategy for changing u is quite
simple. I f | | f | l 2 improves, u is reduced by 1 down

to a minimum of 0, otherwise u i s increased by 1. At;
the same time, i f l l ^ l l ? is improved, the current x;
and f values are saved with a l l subsequent steps:
or ig inat ing from this best x value.

In general, the above scheme works extremely
we l l , however, for some problems i t is necessary to
take some additional steps to force suf f ic ient l inear
independence in the x space. This is extremely
important to make B and H representative of the actual
Jacobian and inverse Jacobian of the problem. In
fac t , B and H w i l l not, in general, using the Broyden
update scheme even converge to the actual J*cobian and
inverse Jacobian, even though the technique converges
to a solution of the problem (see Dennis and More,
[ 1 0 ] ) . However, B w i l l converge to the Jacobian i f
the cumulative steps, ox,' span the fu l l space.

The technique used here to guarantee that 6x spam
the f u l l space is not as sophisticated- as used by j
Powell and may take more i te ra t ions , however i t uses
considerably less core storage to implement. The
technique is to simply keep track of the coordinate
having the maximum change for each step. After 2H
i te ra t i ons , i f a given coordinate has not been one of
major change, then a small auxi l iary step is made
along that direct ion. This guarantee's that the f u l l
x space is spanned at least every 3N i terat ions.

The above technique, or one very similar, has
been used on l i t e r a l l y hundreds of system problems to
f i nd heat, mass, and momentum balances without the
need of decomposing the system into many one
dimensional problems, and wi th an extremely high
success rate. In addi t ion, many highly non-linear
constraints were often imposed and easily resolved by
the above technique. Indeed, the SALT code, with th is
equation solver, has never f a i l ed to solve the problem
that was posed to i t , although, periodically some
Minor system decompositions would be required. I t i s
indeed unfortunate that some highly touted systems
codes have not even considered implementing such
hybrid techniques.

VI . OPTIMIZERS

Although optimization i s not quite as important
as the a b i l i t y to solve systems of equations, i t i s
nevertheless an integral part of the SALT code's
solut ion methodology. Many problems are, in fac t ,
better posed as optimization problems, but are often
handled by parameter sweeps simply because the systems
code used in the analysis has no optimizer. Since the
word, optimization is so overworked, f i r s t l e t ' s
define what is meant in th is paper. Optimization is
taken to mean

minimize f(T) f tR 1 , xeRN (16)
x

such that C^T) < 0 1 = 1...R (17)

CAT) > 0 i = R+1...M

where f and the Ci are non-linear functions of x.
This problem includes the previous problem of solving
systems of nonlinear equations, but is inherently more
d i f f i c u l t . As with the equation solvers, many
di f ferent optimizers have been implemented in the SALT
code, some s t i l l available as options.

The default optimizer is an implementation of an
algorithm by M. 0. D. Powell [11] . Here, again, as
with the equation solvers the optimizer has been
implemented in an inverse cal l ing sequence with the |
i te ra t ive loop outside of the procedure. The :

optimizer may handle any number of nested or non-
nested optimization problems of varying dimensionality
in a single system analysis problem. Thus, i t is
quite easy using the SALT code to set up subsystem i
optimizations while simultaneously doing a tota l '
system opt imizat ion. Addi t ional ly , the equation •
solvers and optmizers may be used together to solve
extremely d i f f i c u l t system problems.

The basic idea of the optimizer i s to i te ra t ive ly
build-up and solve quadratic programming problems by
means of a sui table update. The objective function,
f ( x ) , is approximated at each i te ra t ion as

f (x ) = f ( x k ) + 6xTg + l£6xTB«x

and the constraints are approximated as

Cj(x) = C.j (x k ) + vCjT5x (19)

Here, g represents the gradient of f as calculated by
means of finite differencing around x \ the current
best point. B represents the approximation to the
Hessian of the Lagrangian, L,

L = f- H (20)

where \j are the Lagrange mul t ip l iers for the problem.

This problem represents a quadratic programming
problem which i s solved to obtain 6x and the values of
A.j which w i l l be needed in updating B. A l ine search
is then made along fix to reduce the value of

f(x) + z
M

+ r
i=R+l

max{0,|xfC.| (21)

Once an improved poir.t is found, the next Iteration
proceeds by f i r s t finding g and vCj by f in i te
differencing around the current x value, then updating
B. Defining

5L = vL(xk) - VL(xk"1)

n = O<5L + (l-o) Bfix

(22)

the new value for B is

nk+1 _ nkBk 6xTB A n nT

6x B6x i » n

Here o is chosen as

0 = 0.8 6x'B6x

4x B6x - 6x

(24)

(25)



i f 5xT5L - 0.25x 36x or 1 otherwise. This update is
simply the BFGS formuTa in which 6L has been replaced
by n. The reason for this is that to keep the
hereditary property of positive definitness within
B* l , Sx&l would have to be positive. However, in
the presence of constraints, this may not be possible,
thus, «L is replaced by n with the o chosen to make i t
closest to SL subject to

.= f( t .y.x) f , y £

6xTn 0.2 5x B6x. (26)

Having determined the new value of B, the
quadratic programming problem may again be solved and
the iterations continued.

i)ne additional point should be mentioned. At any
i terat ion the linearized problem may be inconsistent
In that no nonzero fix may be found to make ai.
improvement in the linear problem, w;'ile a f i n i t e 6x
would make an improvement in the nonlinear problem.
To avoid inconsistent linearized constraints, an
additive factor was added to those constraints that
are not feasible at each i terat ion. Thus, equations
(19) are replaced by

- (•,-• (27)

The £,- are treated as additional variables within the
quadratic programming problem with the elements of B
corresponding to the £,- taken as large positive
numbers. Thus, at the solution of the quadratic
programming problem, the 5̂  should be zero *or
linearly consistent problems. If the infeasibil ity of
the constraints, as measured by the 1MI2 cannot be
improved, then a message is printed and the
optimization is terminated.

VI1. INTEGRATORS

The integration procedures are the solution
methodology used in the dynamic option of SALT. As
with the steady-state option of SALT, complete
modularity is maintained not only with the models and
properties procedures but also with the integration
procedures. Thus, the models which are used with the
dynamic option of SALT do not represent f i n i t e
differencing of the model equations with respect to.
time but instead define the derivatives of the model '
state variables with respect to time. The collecting
of a l l state variables and their derivative values is
done by the SALT code and passed to a separate
integration procedure. This permits easy changes to
the integration procedure without the need to change
any model. I t also permits considerably more
sophisticated methods to be used in solving the
equations rather than the simple expl ici t or even
impl ic i t single step procedure employed in many
dynamic system codes.

The basic default integrator is a PL/1
implementation of Hindmarch's version of Gear [12].
As with the equation solver and optimizer, the
Integrator also has an inverse calling sequence with
the iterative loop define outside the procedure.
Additionally, the procedure was enhanced to solve
algebraic equations along with the dif ferential
equations. Thus, the procedure as implemented solves
the following problem:

M0 = C(t,y,x) , C, x E R' - (28)

Several of the options for banded system of '
equations were removed but replaced by a procedure to
learn the sparsisty pattern of f and C and to make use
of this information in subsequent reevaluation of thp
Jacobian of f and C. The evaluation of the Jacobian
is always made by means of f in i te differencing whan
used in the SALT code.

As the Gear package is very involved, only a very
brief description wi l l be given here. The method
employed is a linear multistep method of the form

"1 "2
i: a y + hE
j=0 j n-j j=0

(29)

where Ky, <2« a j» an(J Bj a r e dependent on the method
and order, y* and y * represent the values of y and
y' at the t j Vocation. Using equation (29) to define
the dervialive y' and inserting into the basic
equations (28), the following equations are obtained.

r hBo

-hB0C(yn.xn) = 0 (30)

where the -h60 factor multiplying. C was added for
convenience. Letting Zn = (yn,xn) , these nonlinear
equations in Zn may be denoted as

L(Zn) = 0 (31)

and solved using a Newton method as

UZ_m) + Ik- (Zf 1 - Z.m) = 0

where
1 - ha af

°
-hao

3L

(32)

(33)

SO 3X

At each .integration step, the values of Z n . j ,
j= l . . .K i and Zn_j, j=l...l<2 are used to estimate Zn.
Eq. (32) is then used for up to 3 corrector iterations
to find Zn. Vocal truncation errors are estimated
after each step to determine whether or not the step
size and the order may be increased or decreased.

VI I I . CONCLUSIONS

A modular generic systems code has been developed
for general purpose power systems analysis. The SALT
code can be used for both steady-state and dynamic
systems analysis. The code is based on a preprocessor
approach, a concept which simplifies usage and
modif iabi l i ty. I t also ut i l izes a language translator
for purposes of minimizing the input Format



requirements and allowing extreme latitude in the
ordering of tne input instructions.

The code contains numerous features which makes
I t both efficient and robust. I t is based on
precompiled models which can offer a substantial
savings by eliminating unnecessary compile time and
core requirements.

A state-of-the-art hybrid multi-dimensional
equation solver is available which is both fast and
robust (can often solve problems which a,*e nearly
singular). Non-linear optimization is also
available. I t is a variable metric technique which is
extremely efficient and robust. An enhanced Gear
Integration algorithm (a sparsity check and algebraic
constraints included), is available for quick
integration and expanded capability. Finally, many of
the property libraries make use of B-splines (e.g.,
steam tables), a very eff icient and robust technique.

Because of the generir nature of the SALT code,
i t has been used on a wide variety of power systems, i
In each new case, the amount of modification required!
to consider a new situation was very minor. Most of i
the effort went into the development of additional i
models and property l ibraries. Thus, a .systems code s
now exists, which uti l izes state-of-the-art numerical
procedures, is fast and robust, is easy to use and
modify, and can be used on a variety of power system
analyses problems.
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